




The Diamond e ssence 

We welcome our most select clients to dive into the Diamond essence. Each 

project has a differentiated personality and soul apparent in the architecture, 

environment, and design. The entrance of each villa is distinguished by a 

unique plaque to confirm your Diamond identity. Much more than a home, a 

lifestyle established through the privileges of Higuerón Resort facilities and 

services that make the real difference. 

DIAMOND BENEFITS 

Experience all our facilities with the Platinum Member card for a whole year 

and enjoy the Higuerón Sport Club & Spa and Beach Club.

At your disposal, the most advanced technology with our service App for our 

most exclusive clients.

We are one click away from serving you: 

Housekeeping 

Maintainance of the garden and house 

Pick up from the airport

Booking of restaurants and events

Shopping of essential food 

Professional team for events organization 

You can count on our private concierge service at any time of day.

We are here to serve you.



Welcome to 
Higuerón Re sort .



Higuerón Hotel

Higuerón Hotel 5* is journey through the most cultural, 

culinary and artistic aspects of Málaga that invites you to 

enter areas where every detail is carefully prepared offering 

a multi-sensory experience.

A commitment to art and culture, where local and national 

artists gather in a carefully selected collection of works 

that includes creations by artists such as Antoni Tapies, 

Malaga’s Enrique Brickman, Francisco Leiro or Lita Cabellut 

among others, forming spaces that reinterpret the essence 

of Andalusian architecture employing native materials and 

building styles that create a kaleidoscope of textures where 

stone, wood, steel and esparto are predominant. 



Ten restaurants which take diners on a trip around the world, where flavor is 
always the protagonist.

A journey that begins at SOLLO restaurant, led by caviar chef 
Diego Gallegos, awarded with a Michelin Star and a Green Star, committed 
to sustainable cuisine. Flavour and conscience combine as Diego has a 
subsistence agriculture culture which is apparent in the aquifer where the 
chef breeds and takes painstakingly detailed care of his prime materials.
A different experience can be found at Arara by Diego Gallegos, offering an 
adventure through the colours and flavours of Latin gastronomy.

Continue the tour with the local flavours of the region in Chupadeo, ending in 
a Mediterranean cruise in MED our most versatile option. 
A multi-sensory journey that culminates in Austin Bar, where you can find a 
relaxed atmosphere for lovers of the most select cocktail bar.

Do not forget to stop by La Higuerita restaurant next to Sport Club and 
enjoy the healthiest dishes. Complete your experience in the Infinity Pool 
Lounge, a unique space to taste snacks while contemplating the view of the 
Mediterranean Sea.

Discover our The Beach Club Higuerón, a magical place on the shores of 
the Mediterranean with gastronomy and fun as a flag. Enjoy a gastronomic 
experience at The Club, The Japo and The Beach.

A tour  of 
our  gastronomy



Higuerón Spa
Enter a secret refugee: HIGUERÓN SPA invites you to 

worship the body and spirit, in an atmosphere of calmness 

and tranquillity. Time will elapse between its different 

treatments and natural rituals for both facial care and body 

care to enjoy unforgettable sensations. Peace, harmony, and 

well-being will be the protagonists of your sex experience 

in the Higuerón Spa circuit with more than 30 jets that 

guarantee the best disconnection. At your disposal our team 

specialized in hairdressing for any occasion that you need it.

Sp ort  Club
Life gets active at our award-winning Higuerón Sport 

Club. An exclusive environment created around a perfect 

combination of outdoor facilities with 9 paddle tennis 

courts, a tennis court, 3x3 basketball courts, 4 sand courts 

for beach volleyball, 2 petanque areas and outdoor and 

indoor pools to forget about all and focus on you. At your 

disposal a unique sports experience in our 700m2 gym 

with the most advanced technology, Technogym. Also with 

a wide range of personalized or group activities, such as 

zumba, spinning, or pilates.



The B each Club Higuerón

It´s time to feel the Mediterranean at your feet, on the 

beach front at Higuerón Beach Club, the only private 

beach club in Málaga. You will have access to an exclusive 

privileged area where you can reconnect and enjoy the 

sound of the waves, the sand and the sun.

Higuerón Yachts

Discover Higuerón Yachts, a unique experience sailing 

through the Mediterranean Sea that is at your disposal 

whenever you like.



Welcome to 
the Vi l las .





Palm 11



Palm 1 1

The avant-garde design and the exterior expression 

of nature combine to bring to life Palm 11. The 

unprecedented Villa. A work of architectural art that is 

apparent in the details which surround the villa: corten 

steel sculpture that rises from the top of the home, the 

Italian wooden and marble kitchen, glass windows and the 

open spaces merging with the exterior light.



Villa Sena



Vil la  S ena

Characterized by the visual force of its avant-garde style 

and its spectacular views of the sea, Villa Sena stands as 

the villa that makes the great difference.

The main goal of the project was to flood the area with 

natural light and maximise the luminosity in every room in 

the house.



Bay 8



B ay 8

Characterized by the visual strength of its organic forms 

and the spectacular sea views, Bay 8 stands as the villa of 

nature. 

Dressed in white with touches of wood that go hand in 

hand to create a suggestive visual play of textures. Its 

unusual circular forms make this villa an exclusive and 

unique design.



Bay 7



B ay 7

The main aim of the project has been based on filling the 

space with natural light and enhancing the luminosity of 

the house. The use of vegetation and natural materials 

have created an exclusive, innovative and efficient 

design that blends into the environment. The villa is 

distinguished by its circular shape, its exclusive fireplace 

and its intimacy. 



Palm 10



Palm 10

In harmony with the natural environment Palm 10 is 

characterized by the rectangular architectural lines, the 

large windows that flood the space with light and its 

majestic Mediterranean garden.

From the rectangular shapes and majestic windows, 

the main premise of Palm 10 is to flood the spaces with 

natural light. The touches of wood and warm light inside 

provide an atmosphere of comfort and intimacy.



Palm 2



Palm 2

The Palm 2 project arises as a result of making the most 

of language of space, light, shadows and proportions, 

which are apparent in a villa that frames the views 

towards the sea, both to the East, where you wake up 

watching the sunrise, and to the West of the house, where 

you can enjoy some spectacular sunsets. 



Sky Villa



Sky Vi l la

The most spectacular views of the bay of Fuengirola are 

found at Sky Villa. Distinguished by its circular shapes, 

the villa gives the feel of living on a Mediterranean cruise 

from every point in the home. 




